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686 2nd 5.4.2.4 686-I-01-17 as per API 686 clause 5.4.2.4 shim shall be 
full bearing. our concern is for the meaning of 
the full bearing area. does the shim plate 
have to cover all motor feet area or bolt hold 
down area? 

Per API 686, clause 5.4.2.4, shims shall be 
“full bearing”. Our concern is for the meaning 
of the “full bearing” area. Does the shim plate 
have to cover all motor feet area or bolt hold 
down area?

Yes, taking into account “precut 
commercial shims” (allowed by the 
paragraph) are “u-shaped”.

686 2nd 5.4.2.4 686-I-02-17 API 686 5.4.2.4 All Shims shall be full-
bearing. This includes precut commercial 
shims used under the feet of general purpose 
equipment and NEMA frame motor. Shims for 
special purpose equipment shall be supplied 
from the equipment vendor. If a shim must be 
made on site it shall be patterned from the 
equipment vendor’s shim or support foot 
Note 1- shim that match or exceed the 
equipment foot load bearing area and outline 
are considered to be “full-bearing” in cases 
where the equipment does not have 
distinctive (separate) support feet The Full 
bearing area will be centered on the hold 
down bolt and equal in width to the support 
(machined area) depth, unless otherwise 
specifically instructed by the equipment 
Manufacture (some special purpose 

     

We understand your question to be “Can you 
use small shims for hold down bolt areas, 

especially for soft foot correction”.

No, “small shims” are not referenced in 
API 686.

686 2nd 5.4.6 Note 1 686-I-01-19 My colleague and I, are working with Saudi 
Aramco and we have a concern regarding 
API 686 (2nd edition, 2019) Section 5.4.6 
Note 1, which states that “Actual 
misalignment is TIR/2 divided by the distance 
b t  i di t ” W  th ht it i ht b  

Is this statement correct? Proposed RESPONSE:The TF feel 
that the statement is correct as 
written.
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